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Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Owner/Lead Photographer with 11 plus years of accomplished photographic proficiencies in image
manipulation and design, computer-generated images, and digital photography used for photo 
books, wedding albums, business cards, and websites; skilled in using a Canon and Nikon DSLR, 
reflecting artistic taste, elegance, and professionalism. To obtain a position with upward mobility; 
where I can utilize my management and customer service skills, to continue the growth and 
success of the company.

SKILLS

Computers, Change And Adaptability, Organizational, Self Motivated, And Quick Learner, 
Photography, Adobe Photoshop, Reporter

WORK EXPERIENCE

Head Photographer
ABC Corporation  2010 – Present  
 A provider of wedding and non-studio portraiture, with image restoration and editing services.
 Offering engagement and wedding day photography services, including photo edits and 

album designs; complete indoor and outdoor family portraits.
 Addressing the challenges of organizing large groups of people to photograph, effectively 

channeling harsh sunlight as directional light.
 Designing engagement sessions to appear as if taken in isolated beaches and parks, using 

creative posing and camera angles in crowded areas.
 Marketing services using Facebook, Twitter, Blogger, and other social media, in addition to 

local advertising campaigns in wedding magazines.
 Customizing photography website with SEO using highly-ranked keywords, intelligent 

metadata, and relevant text, building outgoing links and internal linking to drive steady traffic
to the site.

 Setting up camera equipment (camera, background, lights, etc.) and photograph hundreds of 
children and staff in one day.

Owner/Photographer
ABC Corporation  May 2008 – 2010 
 Provided photographs for engineers to use in instructional manuals, for advertising firms to 

use in print or televisions ads, or publicity photos for companies and organizations.
 Kept in contact with the customers about the photoshoot day and location.
 Worked as a staff photographer with expression magazine, doubling as photo editor as well.
 Acquired and applied varied lighting techniques, for outdoor and studio work very organized, 

punctual and professional.
 Required to understand and observe all privacy regulations and federally mandated HIPAA 

guidelines.
 Responsible for shooting weddings, religious ceremonies, and baby photographs on location.
 Processed images, designed albums, and mounted and framed the finished photographs.

EDUCATION
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A.A.S in VISUAL COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY - (MONROE COMMUNITY COLLEGE - Rochester, 
NY)Diploma in Photography - January 2016(Shaw Academy - Dublin)Real Estate License in Real 
Estate Agent/Associate Broker - January 2003(Cumbie Real Estate - Asheville, NC)
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